
THE RESTRICTION OF IMMIGRATION. 
BY THE HON. HENRY CABOT LODGE, EEPEESENTATIVE IK CON

GRESS FROM MASSACHUSETTS. 

T H E immigration into the United States from 1874 to 1889, 
inclusive,—a period of sixteen years,—has amounted to 6,418,633 
persons, without counting since 1884 the overland immigration 
from Canada or Mexico. To put it in another form, the immi
gration into the United States during the last sixteen years is 
equal to one-tenth of the entire population of the country at the 
present time, and has furnished probably every four years enough 
voters to decide a Presidential election, if rightly distributed. 
During those sixteen years immigration has fluctuated with 
the business prosperity of the country, the highest point being 
reached in 1881 and 1883, 720,645 persons arriving in the 
former year and 730,349 in the latter, while the average annual 
immigration has been 401,164. If we divide these sixteen 
years into two periods of eight years each, one of the two heaviest 
years coming in the first and one in the second half, we find that 
for the eight years from 1874 to 1881, inclusive, the average 
annual rate of immigration was 307,185, and for the eight years 
from 1883 to 1889, inclusive, it was 482,643—a gain of 57.1 per 
cent. During the last eight years the exclusion of the Chinese 
since 1882 has caused the immigration from Asia to decline from 
over thirty thousand to a few hundreds annually, and in addition 
to this real loss no attempt has been made since 1883 to compute 
the very heavy overland immigration from Canada, which, of 
course, makes a still further apparent decrease. Yet, despite 
these important deductions, there has been the large gain of 175,458 
persons in the average annual immigration of the .last eight years 
as compared with the eight years next preceding. As it is thus 
apparent that immigration is increasing in quantity, the next 
point is to determine its quality. 

In the consular reports on " Emigration and Immigration," 
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published by the Slate Department in 1887, when Mr. Bayard 
was Secretary, a table is given which classifies the immigration 
into the United States from 1873 to 1886, inclusive, as follows : 

Professional 31,803 
Skilled 587,349 
Miscellaneous 2,052,294 
Occupation not s tated 128,782 
Wi thout occupation 2,596,188 

Taking the table as it stands, and throwing out those immi
grants " with occupations not stated," it appears that of all the 
vast immigration during those fourteen years 48.1 per cent., or 
nearly one-half, are persons avowedly without occupation or train
ing, or, in other words, unskilled labor of the lowest kind, while 
professional and skilled labor amounts to only 11.49 per cent, 
of the whole. "Miscellaneous," which is neither skilled 
nor professional labor, amounts to 38 per cent. It may be as
sumed that the same proportions hold good for the three years 
from 1886 to 1889, and it must be noted also that the detailed 
tables indicate that the number of pei'sons without occupation 
increases in a slightly larger ratio than the rate of increase of the 
total immigration. 

These figures give an idea of the general character of the for
eign immigration into the United States during a long period of 
fourteen years. It is more important, however, to determine 
whether the immigration of this general character improves or de
teriorates as it increases. This can be ascertained best by examin
ing the rate of increase in the immigration from the different 
countries from which it chiefly comes during the two periods of 
eight years each from 1874 to 1881 and from 1882 to 1889, 
respectively : 

^—Annual average.—s Percentage of 
1874-1881. 1882-1889. difference. 

France 6,064 4,885 19.4 Decrease. 
Norway 10.767 16,862 69.5 Increase . 
Great Bri ta in and Ireland 86,649 145,461 67.8 
Germany 76,416 135,052 76.7 
Switzerland 4,159 7,831 88.3 
Nether lands 2,535 i,847 91.2 
Sweden 18,224 37,730 107. 
Denmark 4,042 8,663 114.3 " 
Austr ia 9,272 21,926 136.5 
Belgium 847 2,023 138.8 
Poland 1,691 4,498 166. 
I ta ly 7,893 30,474 286. 
Russia 5,430 21,567 297. 
Hungary 2,273 13,101 476.4 

These percentages of increase are interesting and deeply sig
nificant. The nations of Europe which chiefly contributed to 
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the upbuilding of the original thirteen colonies were the English, 
the Scotch-Irish, so called, the Dutch, the Germans, and the 
Huguenot French. With the exception of the last they were prac
tically all people of the same stock. During this century and 
until very recent years these same nations, with the addition of 
Ireland and the Scandinavian countries, have continued to fur
nish the chief component parts of the immigration which has 
helped to populate so rapidly the territory of the United States. 
Among all these people, with few exceptions, community of race 
or language, or both, has facilitated the work of assimilation. 
In the last ten years, however, as appears from the figures 
just given, new and wholly different elements have been intro
duced into our immigration, and—what is more important 
still—the rate of immigration of these new elements has risen 
with much greater rapidity than that of those which previously 
had furnished the bulk of the population of the country. The 
mass of immigration, absolutely speaking, continues, of course, 
to come from the United Kingdom and from Germany, but rela
tively the immigration from these two sources is declining 
rapidly in comparison with the immigration from Italy and from 
the Slavic countries of Eussia, Poland, Hungary,* and Bohemia, 
the last of which appears under the head of Austria. Of the 
generally good character of the immigration from the United 
Kingdom, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries it is hardly 
necessary to speak ; but I will quote a single sentence from the 
State Department report already referred to, in regard to the im
migration from the United Kingdom and Germany : 

" The diagrams show the remarkable predominance of the United King
dom and Germany in supplying the United States with skilled labor, and 
also the fact that the Germans represent those industries that depend 
upon hand labor or the requirements of everyday life, while the English 
supply the mechanical element. While Germany sends blacksmiths, 
butchers, carpenters, coopers, saddlers, shoemakers, and tailors, the United 
Kingdom supplies miners, engineers, iron- and steel-workers, mechanics and 
artisans, weavers and spinners. This distinction is clearly marked and is 
certainly important." 

Now as to the immigration from the other countries, which has 
been increasing so much faster than that to which we have been 
accustomed, and which we know from experience to be in the 

* The Hungarian immigration appears to be mainly Slavic, and not Magyar, and 
bence I have classified it with that o£ the Slavic countries. 
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main valuable. Oonsul-General Jiissen says in his report (1886) 
in regard to the Austrian immigration : 

" The young men who want to escape military service, the ultra-social
ist, the anarchist, the men who have lost all social and business footing 
here, the bankrupt, embezzler, and swindler, stop not to obtain permis
sion of the government, and naturally the authorities have no sort of record 
•here either as to the number or the place of destination of this class of 
emigrants. . . . The government would, as a matter of course, prohibit, 
if it could do so, the emigration of all young men subject to military duty, 
but it is quite natural that it feels no regret to get rid of the ultra-socialists 
and anarchists, and that it is quite willing the bankrupt and swindler should 
depart for foreign countries and that the paupers should find support away 
from home." 

He also speaks as follows in regard to the Bohemian emigration, 
which forms a large part of that which is classed under the head 
of Austria: 

" The labor and agricultural classes of Bohemia probably supply the 
greatest number of emigrants to the United States, and among the Bohe
mian industrial laborers some of the most violent ultra-socialists are to be 
found. The great majority of these Bohemian laborers, both of the indus
trial and agricultural class, are illiterate and ignorant in the extreme. They 
stand in great awe of the police authorities at home." 

In regard to Hungarian emigration, Mr. Sterne, consul at 
Budapesth, speaks (1886) as follows : 

" I am of the opinion that with the pi-esent condition of the labor market 
In the United States there is no room there at present for this class of peo
ple. I even believe that under more favorable conditions in the United 
States these Slovacks are not a desirable acquisition for us to make, since 
they appear to have so many items in common with the Chinese. Like 
these, they are extremely frugal, the love of whiskey of the former being 
balanced by the opium habit of the latter. Their ambition lacks both in 
quality and quantity. Thus they will work similarly cheap as the Chinese, 
and will interfere with a civilized laborer's earning a 'white' laborer's 
wages." 

The emigi'ation from Italy comes largely from the southern 
provinces—from Naples and Sicily ; a smaller proportion being 
drawn from the finer population of northern Italy. In regard to 
this Italian emigration, Mr. Alden, consul-general at Kome, 
says (1886): 

" As to the habits and morals of the emigrants to the United States from 
the northern and central portions of Italy, both men and women are sober 
and industrious, and as a rule trustworthy and moral. They are generally 
strong, powerful workers, and capable of enduring great fatigue. A less 
favorable view may be taken of the emigrants from the southern districts 
and Sicily. These are the most illiterate parts of Italy, and in these districts 
brigandage was for many years extremely prevalent." 
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In regard to the emigration from Russia, Mr. Young, the 
consul-general, says (1886) : 

" The government of Russia does not encourage emigration. On the con
trary, it prohibits all Russian subjects from leaving the empire of Russia, 
except Poles and Jews. . . . The Mennonites have emigrated perhaps 
more extensively than any other class of Russian subjects. . . . The low
est classes generally form the greater part of emigration.'' 

Thus it is proved, first, that immigration to this country is in
creasing, and, second, that it is making its greatest relatire in
crease from races most alien to the body of the American people 
and from the lowest and most illiterate classes among those races. 
In other words, it is apparent that, while our immigration is in
creasing, it is showing at the same time a marked tendency to de
teriorate in character. 

I t has been the policy of the United States until very recent 
years to encourage immigration in all possible ways, which was, 
under the circumstances, a wise and obvious course to pursue. The 
natural growth of the people established in the thirteen colonies 
was not sufficient to occupy or develop the vast territory and 
valuable resources of the Union. We therefore opened our arms 
to the people of every land and invited them to come in, and 
when all the region beyond the Alleghanies, or even beyond the 
Mississippi, was still a wilderness, the general wisdom of this 
policy could not be gainsaid. To the practical advantages to be 
gained from the rapid filling-up of the country we also joined the 
sentimental and generous reason that this free country was to be a 
haven of refuge for the unfortunate of every land. 

This liberality toward immigration, combined with the normal 
growth of the population, in the course of the present century 
rapidly filled the country, and the conditions under which, at the 
outset we had opened our doors and asked every one to 
come in changed radically. The first sign of an awakening 
to this altered state of things was in the movement against the 
Chinese. When that great reservoir of cheap labor was opened and 
when its streams began to pour into the United States, the Ameri
can people, first on the western coast and then elsewhere, sud
denly were roused to the fact that they were threatened with a flood 
of low-class labor which would absolutely destroy good rates of 
wages among American workingmen by a competition which 
could not be met, and which at the same time threatened to lower 
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the quality of American citizenship. The result was the Chinese-
Exclusion Act, much contested in its inception, but the wisdom of 
which everybody now admits. The next awakening came upon 
the discovery that employers of labor were engaged in making 
contracts with large bodies of working people in other countries, 
and importing them into the United States to work for a remun
eration far below that which American workmen were accustomed 
to receive. This resulted in the passage of the Alien Contract-
Labor Law, intended to stop the importation of this low-priced 
labor. No one doubts to-day that the general principle of that 
law is sound, although its details are defective and its enforce
ment so imperfect that it has little practical effect. 

Such have been the actual departures thus far from the former 
policy of the United States in regard to immigration. That they 
were needed is certain. That they are insufficient appears to be 
equally so. The committee of the Fiftieth Congress appointed by 
Speaker Carlisle to investigate the subject of immigration say 
at the close of their report: 

"Certainly the effect of the present unrestricted system of immigration, 
as applicable to the conditions under consideration, upon the industrial 
situation of this country, has been very bad, and the committee believe that 
the time has come when immigration should be more effectively regulated; 
that persons who immigrate to the United States should at least be com
posed of those who in good faith desire to become its citizens and are wor
thy to be such." 

As one example of the practical effect of unrestricted immi
gration the committee cite the case of the coal-mining country. 

"Generally speaking, the class of immigrants who have lately been 
imported and employed in the coal regions of this country are not such, in 
the opinion of the committee, as would make desirable inhabitants of the 
United States. They are of a very low order of intelligence. They do not 
come here with the intention of becoming citizens; their whole purpose 
being to accumulate by parsimonious, rigid, and unhealthy economy a sum 
of money and then return to their native land. They live in miserable sheds 
like beasts; the food they eat is so meagre, scant, unwholesome, and revolt
ing that it would nauseate and disgust an American workman, and he 
would find it difficult to sustain life upon it. Their habits are vicious, their 
customs are disgusting, and the effect of their presence here upon our social 
condition is to be deplored. They have not the influences, as we understand 
them, of a home; they do not know what the word means; and, in the 
opinion of the committee, no amount of effort would improve their morals 
or ' Americanize' this class of immigrants. They have been brought here in 
such numbers, and have been employed at such low wages, that it has 
resulted in their replacing the American citizens who formerly performed 
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this class of labor, until now there are comparatively few Americans en
gaged in mining coal in Pennsylvania." 

The state of facts thus set forth by this committee, of which 
Mr. Ford, of Michigan, was chairman, grows out of changed 
conditions. We no longer have endless tracts of fertile land 
crying for settlement. Many parts of the United States, it 
is true, are still unsettled, and much of our territory is sparsely in
habited as compared to the standards of Europe. None the 
less, the conditions have changed utterly from the days when the 
supply of vacant land was indefinite, the demand for labor almost 
unbounded, and the supply of people very limited. We have now 
a large population, the natural increase of which is quite suffi
cient to take up our unoccupied lands and develop our resources 
with due rapidity. In many parts of the country the struggle for 
existence in large cities has become as fierce as in the old world. 
Our labor market, if we may judge from the statistics of the un
employed, is overstocked in many places, and that means a tend
ency toward a decline in wages. This tendency is perilous both 
socially and politically. In a country where every man has a vote, 
and where the government is of and by the people, it is as essen
tial as it is right everywhere that the rate of wages should be high 
and the average standard of living good. If it comes to be 
otherwise, our whole system is in serious danger. 

That this is not a fanciful anxiety is only too readily proved. 
Any one who is desirous of knowing in practical detail the de
grading effect of this constant importation of the lowest forms 
of labor can find a vivid picture of its results in the very 
interesting book just published by Mr. Eiis, entitled " How the 
Other Half Lives." The story which he tells of the condition of 
a large mass of the laboring population in the city of New York 
is enough to alarm every thinking man ; and this dreadful condi
tion of things is intensified every day by the steady infiow of 
immigration, which is constantly pulling down the wages of the 
working people of New York and affecting in a similar way the 
entire labor market of the United States. 

In a word, the continued introduction into the labor market 
of four hundred thousand persons annually, half of whom have 
no occupation and most of whom represent the rudest form of 
labor, has a very great effect in reducing the rates of wages and 
disturbing the labor market. This, of course, is too obvious 
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to need comment, and this tendency to constantly lower wages by 
the competition of an increasing and deteriorating immigration 
is-a danger to the people of the United States the gravity of 
which can hardly be overestimated. Moreover, the shifting of 
the sources of the immigration is unfavorable, and is bringing to 
the country people whom it is very difficult to assimilate and who 
do not promise well for the standard of civilization in the United 
States^—a matter as serious as the effect on the labor market. 

The question, therefore, arises,—and there is no more impor
tant question before the American people,—What shall be done to 
protect our labor against this undue competition, and to guard 
our citizenship against an infusion which seems to threaten 
deterioration ? \Ye have the power, of course, to prohibit all im
migration, or to limit the number of persons to be admitted to 
the country annually, or—which would have the same effect—to 
impose upon immigrants a heavy capitation tax. Such rough 
and stringent measures are certainly neither necessary nor de
sirable if we can overcome the difficulties and dangers of the 
situation by more moderate legislation. These methods, more
over, are indiscriminate ; and what is to be desired, if possible, is 
restriction which shall at the same time discriminate. We demand 
now that immigrants shall not be paupers or diseased or criminals, 
but these and all other existing requirements are vague, and the 
methods provided for their enforcement are still more indefinite 
and are perfectly ineffective. Any law, to be of use, must require, 
in the first place, that immigrants shall bring from their native 
country, from the United States consu.1 or other diplomatic repre
sentative, an effective certificate that they are not obnoxious to 
any of the existing laws of the United States. We ought, in 
addition, to make our test still more definite by requiring a med
ical certificate in order to exclude unsound and diseased persons. 

In reference to this matter of medical inspection, Surgeon-
General Hamilton, in his report just published, states, as an il
lustration of the inefficiency of the present law, that of fifteen 
insane persons and eleven idiots reported by the medical officer at 
New York, four of the insane and all of the idiots were permitted 
to land. In this same report, which is one of the ablest and 
most important papers that have appeared on the subject of im
migration. Dr. Hamilton says further that every emigrant should 
" produce to the consul a certificate from a legally-qualified resi-
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dent physician to the effect that such emigrant is at the time 
suffering from no contagious or chronic disease or disability." 
Dr. Hamilton also states that at the present time there is no 
medical inspection whatever of immigrants except at the port of 
Sew York, and thus we have practically no pi'otection against 
the importation of disease or insanity. 

We ought also to insist that thr consular certificate be given 
only after careful inquiry and due proof, and we must make a 
further definite test which will discriminate against illiteracy if we 
desire any intelligent restriction or sifting of the total mass of im
migration. It IS a truism to say that one of the greatest dangers 
to our free government is ignorance. Every one knows this to be 
the case, and that the danger can be overcome only by constant 
effort and vigilance. We spend millions annually in educating 
our children that they may be fit to be citizens and rulers of the 
Republic. We are ready to educate also the children who 
come to us from other countries; but it is not right to ask us to 
take annually a large body of persons who are totally illiterate 
and who are for the most part beyond the age at Avhich education 
can be imparted. We have the right to exclude illiterate per
sons from our immigration, and this test, combined with the 
others of a more general character, would in all probability shut 
out a large part of the undesirable portion of the present immi
gration. It would reduce in a discriminating manner the total 
number of immigrants, and would thereby greatly benefit the labor 
market and help to maintain the rate of American wages. At the 
same time it would sift the immigrants who come to this country, 
and would shut out in a very large measure those elements which 
tend to lower the quality of American citizenship, and which now 
in many cases gather in dangerous masses in the slums of our 
great cities. 

The measure proposed would benefit every honest immigrant 
who really desired to come to the United States and become an 
American citizen, and would stop none. It would exclude many, 
if not all, of those persons whose presence no one desires, and 
whose exclusion is demanded by our duty to our own citizens 
and to American institutions. Above all, it would be a protec
tion and a help to our workingmen, who are more directly inter
ested in this great question than any one else can possibly be. 

HBKBY OABOT LODGE. 
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THE DOWRIES OF WOMEI IN FRANCE. 
BY MADAME ADAM. 

A DOWRY! The one important word which fills the im
aginations of young French girls from earliest childhood ! 
Before the little girl has any idea of what a dowry is she 
begins to benefit by it, because the nurse of a child whose 
parents are moderately rich takes better care of her little 
charge than the nurse of a child of tradespeople or of those who 
"have not yet made their fortunes." The servants very soon 
teach the child that she is to have a dowry ; that it will be easy 
for her to find an attractive husband. And among the children 
of relatives and friends of the family, her nurse does not fail to 
assert that "She is more important than you are," or "She IB 
very rich," or " Your mothers and fathers will never let you 
marry a man without a cent, as they will let her." 

At meals, iu the drawing-room, the little girls often hear this 
grave subject discussed. A relative or a friend will some day say, 
either in fun or seriously : " This little one has nothing to complain 
of ; with her dowry she will have no difficulty about getting mar
ried." Or, if the dowry is small: " Your daughter is pretty, and 
with her little dowry she is sui'e of not having to coiffer Ste. 
Catherine." Coiffer Ste. Catheriyie—that is, not to be married—is 
the one great fear that induces many who could find no one good 
enough for them formerly to marry what La Fontaine calls the 
malotru of proud girls. 

A rich father in the middle class in France frequently tells his 
daughter : "You know, my child, your mother and I have man
aged well. Your future is assured. You do not need to throw 
yourself at the head of the first comer. Don't fall foolishly in 
love with a poor man. A girl in your position can at least look 
for an equal match." The French middle classes have always 
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